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Abstract
This project focused on designing a small, portable, 6 lead 4 electrode electrocardiogram (EKG)
machine with enough accuracy and resolution to successfully diagnose clinical issues. The
electrical design used to measure signals originating from the heart can be broken up into three
stages. The first stage is the human device interface. Next, is the analog block that filters out
common mode noise and conditions the signal for digital encoding using instrumentation
amplifiers, a right leg circuit, high pass, low pass, and an amplifier. This circuit filters all
frequencies above and below the frequency band of meaningful data (1-160Hz), rejects signals
common to all of the electrodes, and amplifies signals to a value measurable by the digital ADC.
After the three data signals have gone through the analog block they are passed to the digital
block. Here the data is digitized using an analog converter, formatted to be sent in a useful way
to an external device. This device can save or display the information in real time. This is done
by using a serial USB connection to a computer, and then presenting that data using a GUI built
in C#. A microcontroller with an on-board ADC was used to digitize, format, and transmit the
data. The graphical user interface on a computer was used to simultaneously save the data in a
text file and plot that data on a graph for easy analyzing. The final analog design function at the
bread board level, but critical mistakes were made when designing the printed circuit board. The
microcontroller and user interface on the computer worked with marginal success. This project
provided an important first step in the development of a viable product.

Introduction
A medical physician working at a local San Luis Obispo clinic sponsored a senior project to
build a small portable EKG machine that he could quickly and easily use on patients with similar
accuracy and significantly less hassle than the full 12-lead system. The design we implemented
used 4 electrodes, one being a reference on the right leg. These 4 electrodes created 6 leads;
leads I, II, III, augmented vector right(aVR), augmented vector left(aVL), and augmented vector
foot(aVF). This design carries value because even though it is less precise, it is significantly
smaller, easier to use, and would be great for a portable EKG device that could stream data to a
phone to be saved and sent to a doctor. Giving the doctor a chance to keep a constant eye on the
patient’s health without them ever having to take time out of there day to go in. The rest of this
report will give a more detailed background of what an EKG is measuring, and then it will move
to the technical design of our project with detailed coverage of the analog and digital blocks,
what components were used, how they were used and tested, and finally the results and what we
learned from this design.

Background
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Project Background
EKG’s have been around for a long time. Doctors have been using them to diagnose heart
conditions since the early 50’s. As the prices for the electronics required for affective capture and
utilization drop the practicality for measuring devices for at home use is on the rise. This senior
project focuses on creating a product for accurate 6 lead 4 electrode measurements for at home
use.
There are many EKG devices on the market today. From the 12 electrode versions found in
doctor’s offices to the imbedded heart monitors found on fit bits, this device has been designed
and redesigned many times to meet the specific needs of many different varied applications. This
project focuses on designing the necessary electronics for a personal, relatively accurate device
that can stream the heart measurements to a phone or computer.
Traditional EKG devices are large, have many wires, require trained operators, and need sticky,
one-time use electrodes which can be painful to remove. Though accurate and effective, it’s
design does not translate well to personal at home use. Our goal is to create a device that can
easily take valuable diagnostic data, and provide the ability for it to be streamed to another
device. To do this it needs to be small and portable, use dry electrodes, and be easy to use while
still providing useful information.

Lead Selection
Making a smaller, portable device with similar accuracy to the medical grade 12 lead systems
meant we had to use less leads but lose the least possible amount of accuracy. To decide on what
leads to do we did an immense amount of research and talked to the local doctor and his
technician about what was the best way to increase accuracy with reduced leads. Finally, it was
decided that we were going to place the four electrodes on the right arm, left arm, right leg, and
left leg. Right leg would be used as a reference, discussed in great depth later in this report. The
other three signals would be manipulated to create six different leads. These leads were; leads I,
II, III, augmented vector right(aVR), augmented vector left(aVL), and augmented vector
foot(aVF). Each of the formulas used in to calculate these six leads, using the three signals are
shown below [1].
With RA, LL, LA standing for right arm, left leg and left arm respectively. Next, leads I, II, and
III can be measured from the LA, RA, and LL electrodes.
𝐼 = 𝐿𝐴 − 𝑅𝐴
𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝑅𝐴
𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐴
For our application, the device will measure from two positions and then calculated the third.
Measuring I and II we can find III.
𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐼𝐼 − 𝐼
[2]

𝐼𝐼𝐼 = (𝐿𝐿 − 𝑅𝐴) − (𝐿𝐴 − 𝑅𝐴)
𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝑅𝐴 − 𝐿𝐴 + 𝑅𝐴
𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝐿𝐴
This can holds for measuring I and III then calculating II, or measuring II and III then calculating
I.
Vw, an average of the three signals must first calculated to find aVR, aVL and aVF,
𝑉𝑤 =

1
(𝑅𝐴 + 𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐴)
3

Then, leads aVR, aVL, and aVF can be calculated using the following equations.
1
3
𝑎𝑉𝑅 = 𝑅𝐴 − (𝐿𝐴 + 𝐿𝐿) = (𝑅𝐴 − 𝑉𝑤)
2
2
1
3
𝑎𝑉𝐿 = 𝐿𝐴 − (𝑅𝐴 + 𝐿𝐿) = (𝐿𝐴 − 𝑉𝑤)
2
2
1
3
𝑎𝑉𝐹 = 𝐿𝐿 − (𝑅𝐴 + 𝐿𝐿) = (𝐿𝐿 − 𝑉𝑤)
2
2
The culmination of these leads gave the doctor we were designing this for more than enough
accuracy and information to make him happy. Next we will discuss how the signals detected by
the electrodes travel through the body.

Signal Characteristics

Figure 1 Electrochemical Response to a Cardiac Pulse [1]
Figure 1 visualizes the EKG signal as it propagates through the body. Once the heart pumps, the
electric potential is developed and then expelled through the body. In addition to the impedance
seen between the devices electrodes, the parallel, lower impedance current paths further attenuate
[3]

the signal. The resulting signal, which is around a millivolt, is small and easily loaded. This
model also explains how measurements at the end of appendages can have similar clarity as ones
made closer to the heart. Though further measurements from the heart increase the in-series
impedance, most of the attenuation comes from parallel, lower impedance, paths loading the
signal.

Figure 2 Typical EKG system with 60 Hz AC Coupling [2]
Figure 2 shows the 50 or 60 Hz (Depending on the Country) AC coupling that occurs with the
body and device with the power grid. Depending on the device’s design and the environment
where it is used, this can overpower the EKG signal [2].
On top of this, a DC offset can occur at the electrode skin interface. This can provide DC source
in series with the signal that can force the signal out of the amplifier’s linear region.

Component Selection
For a successful design, the proper components must be selected. Each component was picked
with consideration for this specific application.

Instrumentation Amplifier
The first design consideration was input impedance of differential measurement. For the input
stage, an instrumentation amplifier is used. The instrumentation amplifier in this design is used
for input buffering, signal gain, and for Common Mode Noise filtration. The most significant
reason for using an Instrumentation amplifier for an input stage is for the CMRR (common mode
rejection ratio) and high input impedance. Most of the noise coming from the electrodes is
common to both points needing to be measured. To remove this noise from the desired input
signal, this circuit amplifies the change in voltage between the inputs and blocks any changes
that are common to them about some other point of the body. This method of noise removal is
[4]

called Right Leg drive. After passing a conditioning stage, the right leg is used as a reference for
the instrumental amplifier. There will still be noise that is common to the two inputs but it will
be far less and manageable for future stage. An IA (Instrumentation Amplifier) also acts as a
buffer from the input, the signal from the body, and the rest of the circuit. This reduces signal
loading by measuring the voltage difference between the two inputs while pulling minimal
power. The input Impedance (Zin) is an important value to consider when choosing an input
stage. The final purpose of this circuit is to provide signal gain early in the circuit. As the signal
passes through successive stages, additional noise will be added to the signal through various
means including but not limited to power and ground noise, coupling noise, and thermal noise
through components. To insure the desired signal is much larger than these inputs, gain is added
early on to boost the measured signal. This increases the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), the ratio
between the signal’s amplitude and the added noise accumulated throughout the rest of the
circuit.

Figure 3 Instrumentation Amplifier Independent Setup
The selected INA is produced by Texas Instruments. This chip, the INA333, has what we are
looking for in our design. Table 1 below has some specific specifications regarding its operation
and performance.
Table 1: Manufacturer Specifications of Instrumentation Amplifier [3]
IC: INA333 Low-Power, Zero-Drift, Precision Instrumentation Amplifier [3]
http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/ina333.pdf
CMRR
PSR (Power Supply Rejection)

± 1/G to 5 /G Typ uV/V (G = 10)

Induced Noise

50 nV/√Hz, G ≥ 100

Offset Voltage

25 μV (Maximum), G ≥ 100

Drift
Input Biasing current

[5]

At gain of 10: 80 dB min 90 dB Typ

0.1 μV/°C, G ≥ 100
± 70 pA Typ - 200 pA max

Input Offset Current
Quiescent (No input) Current

± 70 pA Typ - 200 pA max
50 uA

Gain Error

G = 10: ± .05% Typ ± .25% Max

Slew Rate

0.05 V/us

Supply Range

1.8 V to 5.5 V

Input Voltage

(V–) +0.1 V to (V+) –0.1 V

Output Range

(V–) +0.05 V to (V+) –0.05 V

Zin Differential

100 GΩ || 3 pF

Zin Common- Mode

100 GΩ || 3 pF

Table 2 Instrumentation Amplifier Datasheet Specifications
From the information from Table 1 above, and with some understanding of this Circuits required
performance we can determine this IA’s fitness for the application. The first aspect of the
instrumental amplifier is the input impedance. This effectively creates a voltage divider with the
resistance between the IA and the electrical signal at the heart. This can be explained by the
equation shown below.

VInput Refers to the Voltage seen by the input of the IA, VHeart Refers to the signal generated
by the heart, ZBody refers to the body Impedance, and Zin refers to the IA’s Input impedance.
As shown in Table 1, Zin is specked at 100 GΩ. If Zin>>ZBody then the IA will see the voltage
at the heart with negligible loss. If ZBodyis close to Zin then there will be increased loss through
the body resulting in a weekend or lost signal. This also decreases the SNR the final output will
be noisier.
Additionally, it must have the ability to operate within the designed circuit. The IA can be
supplied with 1.8 to 5.5 V and it consumes 50 uA when no signal is being induced. If signals are
induced, then the current will be proportional to whatever is on the input. The supply voltage
requirement means there is a hard limit to the voltage rails. Exceeding the max could ruin the
chip and supplying to little will prevent the IA from performing as needed. The 3.3 V rails used
in this design is well within the IA’s specification.

Operational Amplifier
The operational amplifiers (op-amps) in this design are used for signal manipulation in
preparation for input into the analog to digital controller/microcontroller (covered later later in
the report). More specifically, the op-amps will be used as filters to remove noise (ambient
signals at unwanted frequency) from the data, amplifiers to enlarge the varyingly small signals
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taken from the body, and as an integrator or a feedback block that controls the DC offset of our
data signal.
The op-amps used in this design are very general purpose and therefore many different options
will satisfy the operating requirements. The op-amps selected for this design stood out due to
their excellent noise rejection (including common mode noise and noise from the power supply),
their low price and the number of circuits in each package. Table 3 shows a summary of the top
three op-amps that were compared. [1,2,3]. The Texas Instruments LMC6484IN was ultimately
chosen because of it’s low per Op-Amp cost and it’s reasonable PSRR and CMRR. The 4 OpAmp per chip design also simplified the population of the PCB. Per op amp, the component cost
of $0.73 was within 5 cents of Microchip’s cost but came with the added benefit of simplicity
and better performance. Note the costs described below are per unit and do not reflect the actual
cost per unit for large scale production.

Table 3 Viable Op-Amp Comparison [4]
Design Aspects

Texas Instruments OPA378AIDBVR

Microchip
MIC7111YM5-TR

Texas Instruments
LMC6484IN/NOPB

Price

$1.91

$0.68

$2.90

Power Consumption

150 uA max

50 uA max

0.020 pA

Slew Rate

0.4 V/us

0.015 V/us

1.3 V/us

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (PSRR)

110 dB

85 dB

82 dB

Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR)

112 dB

70 dB

82 dB

Number of Op-Amps in Package

1

1

4

Gain Bandwidth Ratio

900 kHz

25 kHz

1.5 MHz

Single or Dual Supply

Single

Either

Single

Supply Voltage

2.2-5.5 Volts

1.8-11 Volts
±0.9-5.5 Volts

3-15.5 Volts

Digital Block:
After the signals from the body have gone through the analog block in the design they are passed
to the digital block. The whole purpose of this block is to take the analog data, digitize it and
prepare the data for transmission and interpretation by a computer or smart phone.
The first task was defining the block diagram, which for this application is quite straight forward
and has significant online documentation on the general block diagram for an EKG. We needed a
way to digitize the analog signals being passed into it (an analog to digital converter or ADC),
potentially a way to digitally filter those signals if the noise levels were too great, a way to
[7]

transmit or send those signals to an external display or document to save the results, and an
external user interface to take that data in and save or plot the data. After the blocks were known
we had to find the component to use for those blocks, this process is covered in detail in the
background section for the digital block.

ADC :
The initial plan was to use the Texas Instruments ADS1298, an external ADC with a resolution
of 24 bits. We quickly realized that 24 bits of resolution was not only unnecessary but
inconvenient and extremely expensive. This ADC cost roughly $40, consumed a lot of power,
and provided more functionality than we could possibly use in our design. The next plan was to
use a 16-bit external ADC. The chips we were looking at were much cheaper than the 24-bit,
consumed less power and had much less extra functionality. Although, after further research and
calculations, the 16-bit ADC still seemed overkill and more expensive than the third option we
considered. During a conversation with Andrew Danowitz in one of his classes he suggested that
maybe we should try an ADC that is built into a microcontroller. After deciding to use an
onboard ADC it was extremely difficult to find a good microcontroller.

Microcontroller :
The requirements for our microcontroller were as follows: it obviously needed to have an
internal ADC and that ADC had to have good specs. By that it means it had to have good noise
rejection, have 10 to 12 bits of data output. The number of data bits is the amount of resolution
that the output will have, for example an 8-bit ADC will break the reference voltage into 256
steps and so on and so forth as the number of bits raises. It is very important to get the correct
number of bits because if we do not have enough, we will not have enough resolution to get an
accurate output. For example, if we had 4-bits of resolution then our reference voltage of 3 volts
will be broken into 200mV steps. This will create a very choppy unclear output. But if you use
say 24-bits, then you have 18nV steps. It is obviously unnecessary to have that small of a step
and the number of bits that you must deal with is extremely difficult. It was decided that a 12-bit
ADC, giving steps of roughly 730uV. Next was determining the microcontroller that had such an
ADC on it.
The decision was finally made when a conversation with Professor Danowitz about a different
class evolved into discussing microcontrollers. He had recently ordered a couple of the ESP-32
development boards for personal projects and he loaned us one to test out. After researching and
testing the development board it was decided that the ESP-32 was a very good option and even
had an additional Bluetooth module with an antenna attached. This saved us a significant amount
of design time. Figure 8 shows the pinout of the ESP-WROOM-32 module that was used.

[8]

Figure 4: ESP-WROOM-32 Module
The keepout zone labeled in Figure 8 is a tab on the small PCB that the ESP-32 module is on
that extends out with the antenna for the Bluetooth connection. This single module ended up
meeting all the design requirements for the digital block. One more IC was needed for this
microcontroller to be able to talk to the serial port.

UART To USB Converter:
This module was used to convert the UART data output from the microcontroller to a USB
communication protocol that can communicate over a serial port. The block diagram of this IC is
shown in below in Figure 5.

[9]

Figure 5: UART to USB Converter Block Diagram

Graphical User Interface:
The graphical user interface the written in C sharp or C#. C sharp is an object-oriented that make
it very easy to create GUI’s like the one made for this project. Using Visual Studios made it even
easier by simplifying the addition of buttons, text boxes and graphs. To add a basic functionless
button, for example, all that had to be done was to select a button out of the options of modules
to be added. After doing that it created an empty function that could be used to define the
functionality of that button. Graphs, text boxes and anything else used in a design worked in the
same fashion.

Printed Circuit Board:
The printed circuit board is theoretically the exact same circuit that is already designed but
implanted permanently using copper traces as wire. This creates a much more consistent,
reliable, durable system that is also much smaller, less susceptible to noise, manufacturable, and
more capable of being packaged. An example of a printed circuit board is shown in Figure 6.
This manufacturing process was not capable of being carried out on the Cal Poly campus and
therefore had to be outsourced to a company that makes circuit boards professionally.

[10]

Figure 6: PCB Example Board
Formatted: Centered

While designing a circuit board there are many design requirements that must be considered. The
biggest of these for this design are trace widths, trace location, trace lengths in more specific
scenarios, and ground planes. Trace width is always important and determined mainly by the
max current flowing on that trace. It can also be affected by temperature and how thick the traces
are, this number is usually determined by the board house you are using but can be changed in
some scenarios. Trace location is one the more difficult design considerations because it’s not
always obvious what traces cannot be located near others or be run over others. For example, if
you have a long trace with a very low voltage signal traveling on it near an antenna, it will create
massive issues. Or if you route a clock signal over a data line that’s constantly changing they can
potentially latch and interfere with one another. Trace length is important in specialized
scenarios such as high-speed data lines, differential pairs, or data lines that are sensitive to noise
interference, a very low voltage signal for example.
Ground planes are especially important for this design because it is a mixed signal board. Mixed
signal means that it is not entirely analog, and it is not entirely digital. Because of this it is
required to have two different reference planes for each part of the board that is analog or digital.
Analog and digital circuitry is always placed in the same general vicinity, separated from the
other. If the ground planes are not properly handled on a printed circuit board it will almost
always keep that board from functioning properly.
Some more things to consider while designing a board, but are often checked by the design
software, are proximity of any signal carrying trace, via, or pad with anything else that is
carrying a signal. In some designs it can be very important to consider the traces on either side of
the board and how they could interact with each other because of high frequency or high power.

Design
The product needs to meet several criteria. It must be small, relatively low power, accurately take
in signals, and have some method of transmitting the measured signals.
[11]

Analog Design
As discussed earlier, the desired signal is difficult to measure. It is a small easily loaded signal
that suffers from noise and various other artifacts in the circuit. The input must have high
impedance, around 10 Meg Ω, and make differential measurements with high CMRR and low
noise and distortion. Since the signal is small and coming in with a possibly large DC offset, it
must be designed to counter this before being fully amplified. The full frequency range for the
signal is 0.1 Hz to around 150 Hz. Noise above this must be removed to prevent possible aliasing
and 60 Hz (Power grid) noise needs to be minimized at the input since it exists in the circuit’s
passband [3]. An analog Notch filter at 60 Hz was determined to be impractical considering their
susceptibility to component tolerance. The goal of the analog design is to amplify and clean the
signal as much as possible before passing it through an ADC. The 60 Hz filtration is more
practically implemented in software where it isn’t dependent on physical tolerances and can be
implemented more dynamically to preserve as much of the EKG as possible with minimal
distortion. Figure 7 shows the entire signal path from the Body to the ADC. It consists of the
instrumentation amplifier at the input, low pass filter to the reference (acting as a high pass filter
for the entire circuit), 2nd order low pass filter, and finally a gain stage. Each component of this
circuit will be explained in greater detail.

Figure 7 Full Signal Path from the Body to the ADC without Right Leg Drive
In addition to the desired signal and noise, a DC voltage offset can also occur between the
electrodes and the skin, or when muscles are activated, between the heart and electrodes. This
can bias the offset in one or more directions. Before the signal can be amplified completely, the
offset must be removed. It is difficult to do this when the input signal occurs at the 0.1 - 200 Hz
frequency the heart produces. To account for this, a low pass filter is place in feedback from the
output of the IA to its reference. This passes the low frequency components of the signal to the
reference while blocking the high frequency components. This moves the reference at a low
frequency and not at frequencies higher than the passband. By moving the reference in line with
the low frequency signals, it counters the signal removing it from the Output. The corner was
originally set to 0.1 Hz as shown with the components in Figure 8 but was later changed to 1 Hz.
This was to counter the rapidly changing offsets associated with the device’s dry electrodes.

[12]

Figure 8 Instrumentation Amplifier with a LPF in Feedback from the Output to Reference
To understand how the circuit in Figure 8 works, we’ll analyze two states, High and Low
frequency. At high frequencies, capacitors act as short. This means the output of the op amp is
shorted to the negative input. Since the positive side is grounded, the negative side is “virtually”
grounded. This connects the reference to the ground allowing the IA to perform as described in
the earlier section. At a very low frequency, the input to the capacitor looks like a short. This
does not connect the reference to ground and passes the output signal back into feedback. Since
the inputs reject Common Mode signals, the low frequency looks common to the inputs and is
therefore removed. Figure 9 shows the resulting frequency response at the output of this stage.
As shown, it has a clear low frequency rejection and about 21 dB of gain corresponding to the
gain of 11 set by RG.

Figure 9 Frequency Response of Instrumentation Amplifier and High Pass filter

Figure 10 below shows the topology of the 2nd order low pass filter that was used in the analog
design. A Sallen Key Low Pass filter design was in the end implemented. The advantage of using
a Sallen Key Filter is that it is a simple to single Op-Amp design for a 2nd order filter. The output
[13]

has very low impedance and the input depending on component values and previous stage, is
sufficiently high enough.
Figure 10 2nd Order Sallen Key Low Pass Filter

Figure 10 2nd Order Sallen Key Low Pass Filter
The equations to calculate center frequency (fo) and quality factor (Q), are shown below.

Our design requirements initially were fo ≈ 160Hz and Q=0.7, Q=1 was previously calculated
and resulted in a greater than desired overshoot at the corner frequency. To solve for this the Q
factor was reduced to 0.1. This made the roll off smoother at the desired rate. The values used for
this design are shown below with the calculated fo and Q values. The component values have the
added benefit of being used in other locations throughout the design reducing the size of the Bill
of Materials (BOM).
𝑅1 = 100 𝑘Ω
𝑅1 = 10 𝑘Ω
𝐶1 = 10 𝑛𝐹
𝐶2 = 0.1 𝑢𝐹
𝑓0 = 159 𝐻𝑧
𝑄 = 0.1
To confirm the calculated values above. The frequency response was simulated as shown below
in Figure 11. The results were just as expected with the corner frequency at 160 Hz and had no
overshoot before the -20 dB/Decade roll off.

[14]

Figure 11 Frequency Response of 2nd Order Sallen Key Low Pass Filter Using Calculated
Values

The after high frequency components of the input are removed with the Sallen Key filter, the
signal can be amplified before being passed into the ADC. An inverting amplifier as shown in
Figure 12 was implemented with a gain of 20 for a cumulative gain of 220 ideally or 200 when
practically implemented.

Figure 12 Inverting Amplifier

The final, and arguably most differentiating component for the design is the Right Leg Drive
circuit shown below in Figure 13. The primary objective of this circuit is to reduce Commonmode interference. As stated earlier, the body can act as an antenna and couple to noise in the
environment. The circuit in Figure 13 has the primary goal of driving a common-mode voltage
through the output resistor [1]. The right side of the circuit is connected to the right leg electrode
and the top and bottom of Figure 13 show Pins 1 and 8 of both Instrumentation Amplifiers. The
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10kΩ gain setting resistor for each IA is split into two 5 kΩ resistors and a buffered output is
taken from each gain setting line.

Right Leg

Figure 13 Right Leg Drive Circuit
To understand this circuit, we’ll peer inside of the Instrumentation Amplifier (IA) and see where
the buffered RLD output is coming from. Figure 14 shows the standard IA topology with the
component values of the INA333 used in this project. As shown from the inputs, Vin- and RG at
pin 1 are virtually connected (Voltage is the same at both nodes but current cannot pass between
them). The same can be said about Vin+ and RG at pin 8. It should also be noted there are
current paths through R1 and R2. To understand this circuit, several cases will be analyzed. First,
imagine both Vin+ and Vin- have a voltage Vm at the terminal. Since both sides of the gain
setting resistors, R4 and R5, are equal, no current passes through them meaning the buffered
output to the RLD will also be Vm. In another case, imagine Vin+ has a voltage of 3xVm and
Vin- has a voltage of Vm. Because both R4 and R5 are equal the voltage output will be the
average of the two values, or 1.5Vm. This averaging effect holds for every possible combination
of Vin+ and Vin-. Note that the op amp U4 is only acting as a buffer and has no effect except to
stop any loading that could occur on the gain resistors. It can therefore be omitted in our
analysis.
𝑉𝑇𝑂_𝑅𝐿𝐷 =
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𝑉𝐼𝑁+ + 𝑉𝐼𝑁−
2

The above equation functions in dynamic scenarios act as a kind of low pass filter. This means
the Averaged low frequency component is passed to the Right Leg Drive circuit. It is also
important to note that the above equation assumes an Ideal response of the Op Amp.

Figure 14 Inside of Instrumentation Amplifier with Buffered RG Output [3]
Continuing the design, Figure 15 shows the most basic implementation of the RLD circuit. It
consists of a summing amplifier with a gain of 10 for both inputs. Therefore, the implemented
RLD circuit sends an amplified sum of the average of both differential inputs. In typical cases,
the average output is the coupled noise from the power grid. This is how it can remove most of
the common 60 Hz noise while leaving the desired unique differential signal behind.
𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷 = −

100𝑘Ω
(𝑉 + 𝑉𝐵 )
10𝑘Ω 𝐴

𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷 = −10(𝑉𝐴 + 𝑉𝐵 )
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Figure 15 Simple RLD Circuit
The final additions to the circuit are shown below in Figure 16. The circuit creates a control loop
between the inputs from the signal pulled from the gain resistors back through the body. As the
case with any control loop, it is important to maintain stability. The goal of the circuit is to
magnify the common mode feedback through the driven circuit to minimize their effect on the
final signal.
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Figure 16 RLD Circuit with Implemented Control

For this analysis, we’ll substitute R for R11 and R12 since they have equal resistance and G∙R
for R10 to represent its base value R and its scalar proportion, G, to R11 and R12.
𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷 = −

𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷

𝐺𝑅||(𝑅12 + ZC1 )
(𝑉𝐴 + 𝑉𝐵 )
𝑅

𝐺𝑅(R12 + ZC1 )
𝐺𝑅 + R12 + ZC1
(𝑉𝐴 + 𝑉𝐵 )
= −
𝑅

𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷 = −𝐺 ∙

R12 + ZC1
(𝑉 + 𝑉𝐵 )
𝑅12 + 𝑅𝐺 + ZC1 𝐴

s
1−𝑅 𝐶
𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷
12 1
= −𝐺 ∙
s
𝑉𝐴 + 𝑉𝐵
1−
(𝑅12 + 𝑅𝐺)𝐶1
s
1 − 10𝑘Ω ∙ 1𝑛𝐹
𝑉𝑅𝐿𝐷
= −10 ∙
= −10 ∙
s
𝑉𝐴 + 𝑉𝐵
1−
(10𝑘Ω + 100kΩ) ∙ 1𝑛𝐹

s
1 − 100,000 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠𝑒𝑐
s
1−
1,100,000 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠𝑒𝑐

The final design has a pole at 175kHz and a zero at 16 kHz and an open loop gain of 10. This
means that until 16 kHz the RLD circuit is driving with a gain of 10 and then it decreases until it
reaches 0 at around 175kHz. This allows the circuit to drive common signals at frequencies that
effect the circuit while suppressing any high frequency noise that could cause instability. A right
leg implementation shown one article had an R of 10kΩ G of 10MΩ/10kΩ or 1000, a C1
equivalent of 4nF, and an R12 equivalent of 10kΩ [1]. Using the equation above, the pole is
calculated to be 40 kHz and a zero at 4 Hz with a gain of 1000. This means there is a higher gain
but the gain decreases through the pass band until it gets to 0 at 40 maintains a constant value.
This means it is reducing higher gain at lower frequency but is varied through the entire circuit.
Because the right leg drive input acts as an averaging circuit like a low pass filter, lower
frequencies need higher gain than higher frequencies to maintain the same CMRR across all
frequencies.

After implementing the main circuit components for the signal path, some minor modifications
were made. A little further down in the report, Figure 19 shows the final Analog Design.
Looking at the left side of the design, there exists four 100kΩ resistors located near the input of
each electrode input pad. This is to protect the user from any low resistance current path through
the body that may cause them injury. In addition to the injury this may cause, it can also be used
for a low pass filter at the input. The circuit shown below in Figure 17 shows an early low pass
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filter used at the input of the circuit. This is implemented to remove any high frequency noise
before it is passed through the analog stages [1].

Figure 17 Passive Low Pass Filter at the Input of the Instrumentation Amplifiers
Calculating the gain, the below equation was used.
𝑉𝐼𝐴 = (𝑉+ − 𝑉−) =

𝑅1 ||𝑍𝐶1
𝑉
𝑅1 ||𝑍𝐶1 + (𝑅2 + 𝑅3 ) 𝑏𝑜𝑑

Substituting Zc1 = 1/sC1 and simplifying we get the following equation.
𝐻(𝑠) =

𝑉𝐼𝐴
1
=
𝑅
+
𝑅
+
𝑅
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑑
1
2
3
− 𝑠𝐶1 (𝑅2 + 𝑅3 )
𝑅1

Finally, Solving for the corner frequency of the LPF, we get the following answer.

𝐻(𝑠) =

𝑉𝐼𝐴
1
=
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑑 100𝑘Ω + 100𝑘Ω + 10𝑀Ω − 𝑠(1𝑛𝐹)(100𝑘Ω + 100𝑘Ω)
10𝑀Ω
1
≈
𝑠
1−
5000 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠𝑒𝑐

Finally, the result is a value of ω = 5000 rad/sec with a corner frequency of 795 Hz. This added
filter was found on several example circuits found online [1]. Looking at it, it seemed like a
reasonable thing to add. When implemented it did seem to visibly reduce noise on the EKG
signal prompting a permanent add on. Later, an error in the above circuit, proved that this isn’t
necessarily true. The series impedance of the body was not included in the above equation. If
added the corner frequency is lowered and the response is less consistent.
𝐻(𝑠) =

𝑉𝐼𝐴
1
=
𝑅
+
𝑅
+
𝑅
+
𝑅
𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑑
1
2
3
𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦
− 𝑠𝐶1 (𝑅2 + 𝑅3 + 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 )
𝑅1

If the series resistance through the body and electrodes is 1 MΩ, then the corner frequency
changes as following.
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𝐻(𝑠) =

1
100𝑘Ω + 100𝑘Ω + 10𝑀Ω + 1MΩ
− 𝑠(1𝑛𝐹)(100𝑘Ω + 100𝑘Ω + 1MΩ)
10𝑀Ω
1
=
𝑠
1.12 −
833 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠𝑒𝑐

This means the corner frequency is dependent on the body’s variable impedance. With the
assumption of a body’s series impedance of 1 MΩ, the corner frequency changes from 800 Hz to
around 133 (148.5 Hz if accounting for the 1.12). This poses a serious threat to the reliability
across users and has the potential to cut into the higher frequency components of the signal.
Though seen in several other implementations of EKGs, and even though it showed no
noticeable effect, this addition has the potential to hamper the reliability and effectiveness of the
EKG design.

Figure 18 below shows the pass band characteristics of the entire circuit when simulated. The
resulting frequency response has a +10 dB/dec increase until it’s low corner frequency of 1 Hz
and a -20 dB/dec roll off at a 158Hz. The gain in the pass band is the expected 46 dB or 200.

Figure 18 Simulated Frequency Response of Complete Analog Design
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Figure 19 Complete Analog Design
Figure 19 shows the completed Analog circuit design. In addition to the signal path, RLD, and
added protection resistors, the recommended supply capacitors where added to every applicable
rail. The values and placement were implemented per datasheet specification. Figure 19 shows
the final circuit design sent out for PCB fabrication. Once major flaw exists in the design that
hampered its performance. In the right leg drive circuit. The Op Amp coming off the Right Leg
was placed the wrong direction. This issue occurred after a rushed redesign to create a more
easily traceable circuit. Though unacceptable, it was an honest mistake that a lot of post
fabrication testing and troubleshooting to find.

Digital Design
Microcontroller :
After the components were chosen the real design had to be done, the code had to be written to
make it all operate. The first code written was for the microcontroller. The biggest challenge to
writing this code was establishing the programming environment. Since the microcontroller that
was chosen was not from a well-established company with a premade design environment like
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Texas Instruments Launch Pad, it had to be programmed from a specialized command line
environment called Mingw32 (shown in Figure 21) that was opened, in this case, from windows
Command Prompt. After opening this specialized environment, it had to be configured with the
settings to match was the ESP-32 was expecting. These settings are as follows in Figure 20.

Figure 20: ESP-32 Serial Communication Settings
After the settings were set the code was ready to be flashed. Also, once the microcontroller was
flashed you could also use this environment or windows Command Prompt to monitor the serial
data being output from the microcontroller.
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Figure 21: Microcontroller Design Environment

Next, the code needed to be written. The coding language used was C and it was written in
Notepad++, a text editor specialized for coding languages such as C. Essentially what the code
does is just take in the three channels of analog data, convert it to digital, and print that out over
the UART line, to later be converted to USB by the CP2102 chip covered in the background
section. Eventually the goal was to transmit that same data over Bluetooth, but the time to
establish the Bluetooth communication was never found.
Now that it is clear what the code needed to do, the specifics on how this was done will be gone
over. The serial communication settings the design environment was configured to expect are not
just automatically made. These settings were hard coded in to the ESP-32 module. After the
settings are written they need to be installed on the devices that rely on this information. These
devices are the microcontroller itself and the CP2102 IC that converts the data to match those
standards. Next, the individual ADC channels are all configured to be active, for the number of
desired data bits (12 in this case), and the amount of attenuation desired on each channel. After
this, the raw data bits were taken from the physical inputs for each analog channel and altered to
prepare for transmission. UART can only transmit 8 bits of data at a time, so this created a
serious issue since there were 12 data bits that needed to be sent for each reading. This was
solved by breaking the data up into the 8 least significant bits and the 4 most significant bits
concatenated with 4 leading zeros. The 4 most significant bits with the zeros were sent first and
then the next 8 data bits were sent. Lastly, one of the general-purpose input output pins was
configured as an input for the reference voltage. This made it possible to use an external
reference of 3 Volts instead of using the internal reference voltage that only went up to 1.1 Volts,
giving us a much wider range of input voltages. The microcontroller code in the appendix is
what was written to accomplish this.
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Graphical User Interface:
After the microcontroller was verified to be working as much as it could be, it was time to write
the interface that we could use to talk to the microcontroller from the computer in a very simple,
user friendly manor. The GUI was programmed in the software Visual Studios, using C sharp
(C#) as the language. The final product of this design is shown in Figure 22 below.

Figure 22: Graphical User Interface
The first step in designing the GUI was deciding what it needed to accomplish. The goal for the
GUI was to have multiple ways of taking in the data and making is useable. To do this it was
decided that It should save the data to a text document and plotting it on a graph. It would need
to do this for all three analog inputs.
The first goal to implementing this was to communicate with the microcontroller and be able to
acknowledge that the computer could see it. This was done by once again configured the serial
communication settings to match the ones that were coded on the microcontroller. Once the
serial port was configured it could be opened, establishing the line of communication with the
microcontroller. After this C# has many different commands for ways to read and manipulate the
connection and how you’re using it. Our GUI simply read the data and split it into channels.
Without any way to see what data was being saved there was no way to know if it was working.
The first interface designed was the text document. As can be seen in the code in the appendix,
the GUI sets the documents name as “EKG Data” and then permits you the ability to decide what
folder to save it in using the “Browse for Folder” button shown in Figure 22. The file location is
then displayed in the window. Once the “Get Data” button is pressed it will save data, in a hex
format, to a text document for a sufficiently long time to get meaningful data. At this point, a
more consistent data monitor similar to the one being used on windows command prompt had
been designed, with the added ability to save and document the data. This didn’t resolve the
previous issue of not being able to easily interpret waveforms.
To make it easier to interpret data a graph was built. The graph simultaneously used the same
data that was being saved to the text document but instead plotted that data on the graph shown
in Figure 22. The three analog channels would be plotted on the same graph but in different
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colors. There are better ways to do this but for the purpose our GUI served, this was acceptable.
If the design was to be expanded, separate graph panes would be used for each channel.

Figure 23: Digital Design

PCB Design
The first step in the design of the circuit board was determining trace widths and via sizes. From
previous experience and to make the design significantly more manageable we defined two
different types of traces with two different trace widths and via sizes. The first class was the
PWR rail and high current signals, for this class a trace width of 16 mils and a via width of 25
mils was selected. The second class was everything else. For this class a trace width of 10 mils
and a via width of 15 mils was selected. These sizes were designed using the Advanced circuits
“Trace Width Calculator” (Advanced Circuits) shown in Figure 24. The tool was used to
calculate the greatest possible currents for our traces, and then some extra room for error was
added on top of that for both classes.
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Figure 24: PCB Trace Width Calculator
After trace and via width was decided then the actual design of layout can begin. Laying out all
the different components on a PCB is essentially a very complicated puzzle that can always be
done better. Everything must fit on the smallest sized board possible with still being able to route
all the traces to where they need to go. And all of this must be done while keeping everything in
the background section in mind and not violating any of it.

Testing
Analog Testing
As each block was added to the signal path, the functionality of the complete circuit was
analyzed. First, the Instrumentation amplifier was measured alone to verity functionality and its
test setup. It was supplied with +/- 3 Vdd and was grounded at the Reference. It had a 10 mV
signal applied between the V+ and V- terminals at a 100 Hz frequency at first. Then another
function generator was connected between the V- and Reference terminal to test the Common
Mode Rejection Ratio. When a swept sinewave at the max input amplitude (without surpassing
Vdd). No measurable signal was passed to the output, and therefore no values were taken. The
frequency was also swept from 0.1 Hz to 100kHz along the input to verify the circuit had a gain
of 11 (the set IA gain) along the entire desired spectrum.
Then, High Pass Filter, also known as the Low Pass Filter from the IA’s output to Reference,
was added with a corner frequency of 0.1Hz. Then, using the same setup described for testing the
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IA, the functionality of the new circuit was measured. Then, a DC offset was and changed
manually to verify the circuits ability to deal with the added offset. It was not able to exceed
offsets of greater or less than 250 mV. This probably had to do with the fact that with a gain of
11, this offset would cause the output to rail. Because the High Pass filter is implemented after
this gain, it can’t counter it.
After the implementation of High Pass Filter, the Second Order Sallen Key Filter was added and
the systems frequency response was measured. Then, using the same setup as before, an injected
signal of 100 mV sinewave swept from 1- 100kHz. It had a roll off which performed as at first
expected with its corner frequency at around 160Hz, but it was found the roll off was more
gentle than desired. The resulting waveform is shown in Figure 25. The component values were
changed until finally much later in the design, the values described in the design were used.

Figure 25 Logarithmic 1-100kHz response of IA HPF and LPF circuit
Next, the Gain Stage was added to complete the signal path. The resulting waveform shown in
Figure 26 was created with a 5 mV input signal swept from 0-10kHz over 2 seconds. Channel 1
is the Output of the entire circuit and Channel 2 is the Input from the function generator. As
shown by having both channels at 500 mV per division, the gain of 200 at the passband is clear
and effective. It also shows there was a little overshoot around the 160 Hz corner frequency. The
Q of the Sallen Key filter had to be further adjusted until this was properly removed.
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Figure 26 Logarithmic 1-100kHz response of complete signal path without RLD

Finally, for ease of implementation, to reduce noise from a switching supply, and to more easily
translate the signal to the Microcontroller, the design was switched to a single supply
configuration. The Op-Amps from the Background were implemented, and the circuit was tested
and didn’t work. After taking it apart and trying everything from scratch several times it still did
not work. Taking it all the way back to a simple AI, it still didn’t work. Finally, after a lot of
frustration, and kicking the bucket, the source of the problem was discovered. When switching
from split, to single supply, the Oscilloscopes ground connections were not switched from the
reference terminal to the Negative supply. This was biasing earth ground to our then 2.5 V
reference voltage and caused the input to have this DC offset. Because there was a Gain of 11 at
the input and it was above the acceptable range, the signal was consistently stuck on the rail.
This showed once again, the consideration that must be made to the test equipment used. In
sensitive environments, it can impact what you are testing in unexpected and often unwanted
ways.
After this was discovered and fixed the rest of the analog circuit came together with less
difficulty. After the final changes were made to the breadboard the resulting 1-10kHz response
shown in Figure 27 was measured. Because of the HPF is at such a low frequency, it was
difficult to measure with the oscilloscope. It was easily demonstrated by manually changing the
offset and watching the response. After an instantaneous change, the response would take
approximately 1 second to adjust. This was added to help counter changes in offset caused by the
dry electrodes. As shown in Figure 27, the passband and roll off of the 2nd order LPF was
smooth and worked as desired.
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Figure 27 Logarithmic 1-100kHz Response of Complete Circuit with Final Design Changes
To more accurately simulate the final implementation, a mock device was created as shown on
the right in Figure 28 below. It was created by Hot Gluing four aluminum plates to a small
plastic box. Each lead was connected to its corresponding plate and the measurements were
taken by positioning the body as shown in Figure 29. This allowed us to see the effects of dc
offsets and movements at the electrode during use. It showed the necessity to be relaxed to
prevent muscle noise from overpowering the ECG signal and how important it was to stay still to
prevent changes in the DC offset.

Figure 28 Complete Breadboard Circuit with Dry Electrode Measuring Device
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Figure 29 Breadboarded EKG and Dry Electrode Device in Use

Figure 30 below shows the measured Lead III with the Right Leg connected directly to
Reference. As shown, the SNR was less than ideal. For the higher Amplitude peaks, the SNR is
around 4, but the smaller but still valuable components of the pulse are hard if not impossible to
read.

Figure 30 Single Lead III Electrode Test on a Breadboard without Full RLD Circuit
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Figure 31 Shows the Single Lead I connection with the simple RLD implementation. As you can
see the 60 Hz noise is reduced but is not completely removed. The SNR is improved and the
smaller components are more easily viewable.

Figure 31 Single Lead I Electrode Test on a Breadboard with RLD Implemented
Figure 32 below shows the final implementation of two electrodes. The two measured
waveforms are the I and III leads. With the full RLD implementation the signal was much
clearer. Note that with changes in ambient noise, the SNR can vary significantly as a result of the
lack of Shielding and circuitry to block noise in the pass band.

Figure 32 Duel Lead 4 Electrode Test on a Breadboard with RLD Implemented

Digital Testing
Microcontroller:
To test the functionality of the ADC a DC power supply and a function generator were used to
create test signals. Starting with a DC test signal the code could be tweaked until the output seen
using the Windows Command Prompt Serial data monitor was what was expected to be seen.
The next test step was starting with a DC voltage of zero, verifying the ADC output is zero, and
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then bumping it up in consistent increments of 100 mV and verifying at each data point. The
final step was inputting different voltage functions and verifying the output was correct. This
was easily done with a square wave but increasingly more difficult for any other waves because
there were just random data points taken at inconsistent times. To verify voltage functions like
Sine and Triangle, we had to wait until after the graphical user interface (GUI) was designed.
Once that was designed any signal could be input into the microcontroller and monitored via the
GUI. This made testing of the microcontroller block much faster and simpler.

Graphical User Interface:
The GUI was tested in parallel with the design. Visual Studios was very helpful in the design
process, immediately notifying you when there was an error, as many design environments do.
Otherwise the GUI was designed in a similar manor to the ADC itself. By the time the GUI was
completed, the microcontroller was known to be working. This gave us the ability to input a
known signal with a function generator, and compare the output to the input to see if it was what
was expected. There were initially some sampling rate issues with our graph, making it so the
graph would output the correct general curve but with much less resolution. Otherwise, the
output was a very poorly sampled version of the input. This was finally resolved by forcing the
graph to update every single time it took a data point, compared to whatever the initially update
rate was.

PCB Testing
After getting the PCB in the first thing we placed and tested was the voltage regulators. It is vital
that the power circuitry is operating correctly because if it is not it is likely that all the other
circuitry will not operate correctly. After the power circuitry was proved to be operating as
expected by doing no more than soldering the components on and verifying the voltage output is
always either 3.3 Volts or 0 when they should be. Another way the voltage regulators were tested
was by measuring the dropout voltage by slowly lowering the DC input until the output of the
voltage regulators drops from 3.3 Volts to 0 Volts. For both the regulators the tested dropout
voltage was within 10 percent of the 350mV ideal dropout voltage, with one being 363mV and
the other being 382mV. The dropout voltage is also affected by how much current is being
drawn. Since the load was very minimal in this case the dropout voltage was more near the ideal
value.
After testing the power rails, the analog design was tested. To do this the analog design was
soldered onto to the board stage by stage, testing the output of each stage. This is where our PCB
started to go awry. We thought that we had a single channel working of the three working on the
circuit board. Assuming it was a mechanical error with soldering or an error with a passive
component value we spent an immense amount of time adjusting those two aspects. Finally, after
we pulled some pads up, used jumper wires to fix those pads and any other issues we came
across we went back to the design. After an in-depth look at the design and comparing it to the
design we had working on a breadboard we finally discovered the reason the analog design was
not working. The right leg drive reference had an op-amp pointing in the wrong direction. A
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relatively easy mistake to make but one that was very hard to fix using 4 op-amp packages and
would keep our design from operating correctly.
After determining the analog side of our board was not working and discovering numerous issues
with the digital side and how we handled the separating of the ground planes we didn’t think it
was worth spending the time to solder on the digital side. With the issue we discovered we were
very confident that it was not going to operate as it should.

Discussion of Results
Digital:
The design of the digital block was largely successful with a small resolution issue on the output,
keeping us from knowing how much it really could have succeeded. The microcontroller took in
values, digitized and transmitted them successfully. This being the most important part because
after you can get the data out successfully it is easier to build upon that. The one short coming in
this area is the analog signals were never compared properly to generate all six final signals that
were discussed in the problem statement. The implementation of this would have been quite
simple to do but near the end all our focus went to the PCB and this was just never done. It
would be 6 lines of code on the microcontroller to implement. Next the GUI that was designed
and could successfully read the data from the microcontroller, save it as Hex values in a word
document, and plot those values on a graph. The only place where major issues arose in this
design was a sampling rate issue with the graph. It turned out that the graph wasn’t updating fast
enough, after implementing a function to force the graph to update every time data was read it
got much better. But then we had an issue with our max communication speed encroaching the
480 Mbps USB 2.0 data transmit rate. That or the input buffer to the computer had so much data
pouring into it so quickly it caused glitches. Either way a somewhat happy balance was found
between having no glitches in the output graph and having enough data to plot a smooth
relatively high frequency graph. It was never ideal though. I think the greatest frequency that
could be plotted without disruption was around 100 Hz and our frequency band does end around
160Hz. So, there was some loss of data, but it was still more than enough for a proof of concept.

Circuit Board Lessons Learned:
There were numerous errors that occurred during the board design. These errors were eventually
enough to cause the board to not work properly when it arrived. Most of the errors occurred in
the more sensitive digital side of the design but there were plenty on both sides. Firstly, the way
the digital and analog sides were spread about the board forced critical data lines to have
extremely long trace lengths running the length of the board. These are things we knew were bad
and absolutely should have never considered. The issue that influenced this decision was the fact
the leads needed to come out on either side of the mechanical design, so instead of having longer
wires running along the board externally it was decided to have long on-board traces. While it
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isn’t ideal to have long wires running along the board it is considerably more ideal than having
long trace lengths, at the least wires can be shielded. Really the whole design should have been
reconsidered.
Another large issue that had to do with the excessively long traces was that they ran right by our
Bluetooth antenna, introducing even more interference. Also, the data lines that ran to the USB
(D+ and D-) were not length matched as they should have been. The analog and digital ground
planes were not properly separated and should have had inductors between power and ground.
The linear regulators were placed on the digital side instead of the analog side where it should
have been placed. This is because linear regulators can introduce a lot of noise and the digital
side is much more susceptible to noise than the analog side. Other than these issues there could
have been greater spacing between some critical data lines, the LED’s were not spaced out quite
enough to fit all three, the line lengths for the USB lines were awfully long. All in all there were
a lot of things that were overlooked as the board was rushed out or that were not known needed
to be done until extensive testing revealed issues and prompted further research. This is all
extremely frustrating and unfortunate and could have been avoided entirely if there had been
enough time allotted, by the team, to properly go through the design of the board. If enough time
was left and this issues still arose they could have easily been resolved in a redesign of the circuit
board. The design of the system is solid, it was the many shortcomings on the PCB design that
was costly in the end.

Analog:
The final analog design was functional, and the resulting waveform was clear enough to make
out the various components of the EKG signal. There were however, some points that could have
been improved. First, the right leg drive circuit could have been better optimized to maximize its
effect on the common noise. The circuit used though, did reduce the noise but was conservative
and therefore not as effective as it could have been. The input low pass filter’s effect also should
have been more carefully animalized before it was implemented. Additionally, there were issues
with noise and noise coupling. It was still susceptible to noise in the environment. In very noisy
environments, the circuit did couple to it and could overpower the signal. Also, a better isolated
power rail should have been implemented. When the Digital measuring device was attached, it
did affect the measurements. The ESP32 processor has a lot of useful functionality but the power
management and power supply noise are two things that it does lack. Additionally, for clean
analog signals, it is important to implement good PCB power supply design practices.
Unfortunately, because of time constraints and the backwards right leg amplifier, we were not
able to sufficiently test the final circuit to find any additional points for improvement.

Conclusion & Future Topics
This project has many future steps for practical implementation. The analog design needs final
design touch ups. The input capacitor should have been removed. The right leg drive circuit
could be further tuned to increase the low frequency gain while maintaining stability.
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Additionally, more functionality could have been added to the devices usefulness. First variable
gain could be implemented to allow for greater user variability. Since dry electrodes are being
used, the impedance is even more variable than normal. Every person is different and this would
allow for better adjustment. An impedance check could also be implemented to measure the
coupling efficiency. As described before, most of the ECG signal’s loading occurs from lower
impedance parallel paths. Impedance checks would not show this but they could measure how
well the person is coupled to the EKG system. This can be implemented by injecting the body
with a high frequency signal from one electrode and measuring it at another. The signal can be
pulled out after the IA but before the low pass filter and then the attenuation can be measured
after passing it though a band pass filter. The low pass filter should filter it out of the final EKG
signal meaning it should have minimal effect in the final signal.
The PCB needs to be redesigned. Currently there are issues hindering its effective use and these
need to be solved. The power supply and ground rails need to be cleaned up for the analog
design and the regulation circuit for power coming from the battery or USB needs vetting. The
trace lengths and general layout needs further work to minimize induced noise. Next the digital
filters need designing for further signal cleaning. The data should have some wireless method of
going to a user interface. Either through Bluetooth or Wifi. An app should be developed to
provide the user with a way to interact with the data and save and then send it to their physician.
The mechanical design needs improvement for final implementation. The switches, button
positions, and UI lights should be changed to increase usability and aesthetics. The mechanical
interface with the board and the various parts the user interfaces with needs improvement.
Additionally, a low impedance electrode to board system needs to be design. Finally, there needs
to be some EMI shielding to reduce the noise added to the EKG signal. It would also be
beneficial if the device was at least water resistance for ease cleaning.
Finally, the project needs to be tested with many different users to verify functionality across a
wide user base representative of the end user. Verification and Validation testing need to be
done. Then, any shortcomings need to be addressed. For proper implementation using the current
method of development. The project needs work from biomedical engineers to determine the
viability of the needed signals to test and the best method to accomplish this test. The project
needs a team of electrical engineers to firm up the hardware design and begin developing the
digital filters. Then this device at this point would be a prime Computer Engineering Capstone
project or set of projects to develop the phone application, secure network for sending results to
the physician, and computer program for the physician to monitor and manipulate the patiants
data. Then it should go back to a biomedical engineering team to do end user tests and product
validation and verification. Throughout this entire set of passing off the project to various
groups, information is bound to be lost. If this project is truly to be successful there needs to be a
dedicated full-time person or team with the expertise to work with and pass on the information
between teems.
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Breaking it down by block, our interface with the human body could have been refined, and that
would have given us stronger signals, making all the work later in the design more manageable.
The bad electrodes were used on purpose to simulate worst case scenario or someone who has
drier skin the people we had available to test our system on. It was in the design plan to enhance
these electrodes after perfecting everything else but everything else was not finished to that
degree and therefore the electrodes were never replaced. The analog block was a success on the
breadboard and failed on the PCB due to very rushed PCB design. The one major issue blocking
the analog design from working on the board was swapping direction of the op-amp used in the
right leg drive feedback. The digital block was largely a success but lacked a little bit of
implementation and had sampling rate bugs in the graphical user interface that were never
completely ironed out. Much of the reason these issues arose was very bad project planning on
our part, most of it in the first quarter of the design. If we had set firmer goals for ourselves like
we did in the second quarter of the design, it would have made it clear what needed to get done
when, making it the project flow much faster and smoother. Had we done this for the entire
project many of problems would have been avoided entirely and the ones that weren’t created by
rushed design work could have been resolved with the extra time to work on them. All in all it
was an extremely educational and project and got both of us to a point where we feel much more
comfortable in types of electrical design that we previously did not. To be more specific, our
ability to design circuit boards and mixed signal boards has had a huge increase, same with our
understanding of analog signal manipulation, and ability to write code for microcontrollers and
for GUI’s. This was the first time either of us had the opportunity to design a mixed signal board
or create a GUI. This was apparent when you see that most of the issues in our design came from
these two aspects. This project has taught us many different lessons in many ways, many
different times. And even though it’s a hard road to take to learn what we did it was a great
experience.

Appendix
ABET:
Student’s Name: Wes Archbold, Cody Magnuson
Advisor’s Name: Tina Smilkstein
Abet Senior Project Analysis:
• 1. Summary of Functional Requirements:
Our project senses heart signals and makes them readable or usable by the customer. The device
is held against the user by the user and remains long enough to obtain sufficient data for the
physician to make a judgement on the data, this should take no more than a minute to ensure
sufficient information. Making it easily utilized for detecting medical conditions outside of a
hospital, enabling much better monitoring for people with known or potential heart conditions.
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• 2. Primary Constraints:
The fabrication limitations on the Cal Poly campus, time, and limited out of major knowledge
were the largest challenge associated with our project. The printed circuit board was the most
significant fabrication challenge and that had to be outsourced to a company in Colorado named
Advanced Circuits. Many of the smaller fabrication challenges could be handled using campus
tools but they were usually not the most efficient of effective option for the task. The main
example of this was the soldering of the board. Time constraints came from a significant amount
of research required on the front end of the project to understand what signals needed to be
pulled from the body and how to handle them. We also missed an entire quarter of prep because
we decided to change our senior projects after EE460. Much of the time constraints were also
derived from poor time management and heavy workloads for all members of the team. Limited
knowledge of out of major topics was a major constraint because of how much time was required
to gain that knowledge. There was also the costly mistake of trying to start designing the electric
system before having a full understanding of the biology and biomedical aspect of our project.
This led to a lot of wasted time pursuing bad designs.

• 3. Economic:
Assuming this product makes it to production it’ll have human capital, financial capital,
manufactured capital and natural capital. The human capital comes from the people required to
assemble the product on a large scale. The board needed to be built, tested, and shipped, each
stage requiring human capital to accomplish. Financial capital is required to obtain the
components and materials necessary to build each product, to pay for delivering the product and
to pay for the human capital required to assemble the product. Manufactured capital comes from
the tools required to build the PCB, solder on the components, etc., the building that’s required to
house those tools and the vehicles needed to deliver the product. The natural capital comes from
the minerals and raw materials that are taken from nature, and eventually dumped back into
nature as waste. These materials include plastics and metals that impact nature when they’re
produced, and when they’re disposed of.
Costs accrued largely in the beginning of building the product. All the components had to be
purchased to construct the product. The largest costs would come if the device went into
production though. At that point a significant amount of the same components would have to be
purchased, a production line would have to established to build the product, packaging would
need built for each product and a distributor would need to be found. All costs would be paid by
the project members as an investment in our future. The largest financial benefits would come
once all the products are built, when they could be sold, and revenues collected from those sales.
The greatest personal benefits came in the design of the product, in which we acquired many
technical and project planning skills that we can use throughout life.

Table 4: Production Cost Estimate
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Production Cost
Estimate

Cost Element (Per 100
Products)
Components/Materials
Board
Production/Assembly
Distribution
Certifications
Customer Support and
Sales

Price (USD)
$1500
$600
$500
One-time cost of
$1500
My time of 20hrs at
$40/hr. = $800

The project earn would be completely dependent on the number of sales. Assuming each board
costs approximately $40 to produce and have a sale value of $60, there would be a profit of
roughly $20 per product. This product per board would go to me or back into producing more
products or further design of the same or future product.
The first products design concludes in December of this year, 2017. Once production has begun,
the certification obtained, there’s a way to distribute the product and there exists absolutely no
issues with the product, the project comes to the market. This process is estimated to take
roughly a year, meaning the project comes out in December of 2018. The product would last
until it becomes obsolete from another product coming out. There’s minimal maintenance costs,
seeing as the product is designed for replacement rather than repair. It’s estimated at about $120
per hundred devices for faulty product replacement. The development takes about 10 months,
starting from the beginning of the plan and ending in December with a short break during
summer. The project has been deemed to require further development until the project could be a
viable product. The required development time would most likely be another 2-4 months. At
which time the product would be in a position to be scaled up into production.
4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
• Estimated number of devices sold per year: 500
• Estimated manufacturing cost for each device: $40
• Estimated purchase price for each device: $60
• Estimated profit per year: $10k
• Estimated cost for user to operate device, per unit time: 10 minutes to understand how it
operates and begin collecting valuable data.
5. Environmental:
The production of this device has environmental impacts in both production and disposal.
Production requires the use of minerals and raw materials, such as: copper, steel, silicon, plastics
and various other metals and plastics. Not only are these materials taken from the environment or
made from materials that are, but many of these materials have a large environmental impact in
their disposal process. Many of the materials end up in a landfill, and if there’s an attempt at
recycling these materials, it would require melting some materials that would have a negative
atmospheric effect.
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This project harms minerals and raw materials supplies by depleting their stock. It also harms
waste decomposition and carbon sequestration by creating waste, such as plastic, that is difficult
to decompose and creates more carbon waste. These aspects have a direct negative impact on
other species, by creating more waste and pollution. In some scenarios, this project could also
theoretically have a significant positive impact on other species, if it’s used to detect a muscle or
nerve condition harming the animals.

6. Manufacturability:
The current challenge with manufacturing this product is the sensitivity to noise. Small changes
that come with mass manufacturing a product could change the design enough to cause a
problematic increase in noise on the signal. The more noise on the signal the more difficult it is
to filter out, the more it affects the output quality and accuracy. There is a feasible way to resolve
this issue, but we did not have the ability to test it and it would significantly increase the cost per
unit of our design, another manufacturability issue. The solution is to shield all the wires and
important traces using copper inside the casing. More issues with manufacturability is the great
impact it would have on the environment. The materials used in our design can have lasting
harmful effects on our planet.
7. Sustainability
This device is designed as a replace, not a repair, type of device with a relatively short lifetime.
This greatly reduces the sustainability issues with the device, although there’s some issues that
could arise during its short lifetime. One issue with maintaining such a device is keeping the wet
electrodes adhesive backing sticky enough for it to be repetitively attached and detached from
skin, if the user decided to use wet electrodes. The device is designed to be carried around daily.
There is no good way to carry such a device everyday without it experiencing some serious
physical abuse. This abuse could likely break connections or create other major issues within our
design.
There’s many upgrades that could be made to this project that could reduce these sustainability
issues, and improve the capabilities of the device. The greatest upgrade to this device would to
be to find a cost-effective way to either shield the traces so avoid having much noise in the first
place or to spend more time implementing a digital filter to remove any noise that remains after
the analog filtering. The lack of knowledge and time allotted for unforeseen issues was the
reason these upgrades were never implemented. A digital filter is an extremely important part of
this design and the fact that it was never implemented is a major flaw of this design. The analog
filtering is not sufficient to remove all of the noise without losing data, digital filter is more
precise and capable of creating a notch filter that could cut out 60Hz without a loss of data.
Further ways this design could have been improved upon was having a more advanced lab with
more tools for soldering. Many IC’s that are improvements upon our design were unable to be
used because of the package type being too difficult to solder to the board. The most common
example of unusable package is any type of QFN package were the pads are tucked underneath
the package and inaccessible with a soldering iron. Another similar limitation was the required
use of a 2-layer board vs. a 4-layer board due to cost and time constraints. If either of these
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improvements could have been implemented the size of the printed circuit board could have been
reduced, using less harmful materials, and the functionality and lifetime of the device could have
been increased with still being able to decrease the board size over what it is now.
The need for copper, silicon, various metals, plastics, and other materials all negatively impact
this projects effect on the sustainability of resources. The more resources the production process
consumes, the less there are, and a decrease in sustainability occurs. On the other hand, this
device requires significantly fewer materials to produce than some current muscle and nerve
sensors. If this product replaced those, an increase in resource sustainability would occur.
8. Ethical
The largest ethical implication of this project come in the manufacturing process. There’s several
environmental effects that occur while manufacturing this product, such as: using materials, like
plastic, that don’t easily biodegrade, using other materials taken from the environment. Also,
there’s an ethical decision in where to have it produced; whether it’s in a local factory for more
money, a foreign factory that would cost less, or just the cheapest possible way you could find
without considering the quality of the product resulting from the facility or how the factory
workers are treated. These ethical issues are analyzed using the utilitarianism and ethical egoism
frameworks. Is it better to produce the product for less so that they can in turn sell for less,
giving the opportunity for people that need it but couldn’t afford it otherwise, to purchase the
product? Otherwise, it may be better to take a less ethically sound production path so that it
would help more people after production, doing the greatest good for the greatest number of
people. In terms of ethical egoism, if the product were produced in a cheaper factory but sold for
the same price, then the profit margin would expand greatly and then I could make more money,
acting in self-interest. This could also very easily be considered greed. Unless, if those profits
came back into the product or into the design of a new product that could potentially do good for
a many people around the world, then were back to utilitarianism and doing the greatest good for
the greatest number of people.
The ethical implications in the design process, that I can see, are choosing the cheapest
components to save money, and in turn have greater profit, but produce a potentially less reliable
product. Another would be purposefully designing the project to have a shorter lifetime, forcing
people to buy more of your product as they breakdown. The ethical frameworks used in the
previous paragraph also apply to these implications in similar ways, but I am going to analyze
these implications using the golden rule. If I were to go out to buy a product I would not want it
to have cheap components and a shorter lifetime. Therefore, looking at it purely from this ethical
framework, I would deem those decisions as unethical.
9. Health and Safety
The health and safety concerns related to the design of this project are my own, from soldering
the board and consuming the chemicals that come from the fumes of that to the immense stress
that stemmed from this project. The health concerns from manufacturing come from operating
machines in the factory that produces the boards and driving the trucks that deliver them. The
health and safety concerns from the use of the project come from inaccuracies and severe
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malfunction. If the sensor produced inaccurate results, leading to unnecessary treatment, no
treatment at all, or the wrong treatment, it could become harmful.
10. Social and Political
The decision to use foreign production for the device, could potentially come off as socially and
political incorrect, as I would provide a country other than the one that protects me and my
rights, with economic growth for my own personal benefit. Other related social and political
issues associated with my device could arise from: mass malfunctions, using materials that cause
negative health effects or incorrect data leading to unnecessary, the wrong, or no treatment at all.
The project would have impacts on: me, the companies producing other muscle and nerve signal
detectors, the company that’s going to assemble it, the company that sells me the components,
the company that distributes the product and the customers who purchase the product. The
companies, and the employees of the companies that assemble the device, sell me the
components, or distribute the device, all receive similar positive impacts from the product. They
would all gain some form of positive financial impact. The companies producing other heart
sensors would most likely lose business, and therefore a negative financial impact would occur.
The device hopefully would provide some sort of positive impact to its users, in the form of:
piece of mind that their heart is behaving normally, detecting an abnormality or providing
information to a physician.
11. Development
Throughout the course of my project, I learned valuable project planning techniques, printed
circuit board design software, a new design process with new materials, long term teamwork
skills and an array of skills in the field of my future career. The largest of these is the design of a
mixed signal board and the specific knowledge required to complete such a design and have it
end in success. While ours did not end in success, we did acquire the knowledge to ensure the
project would end in success if it was done again. I also learned how to affectively produce a
Gantt chart to plan all the tasks in the span of my project and to keep me on track. I learned how
to analyze how long it takes to accomplish certain tasks, the important steps to the development
of a good project and how to ensure that everything gets done in an efficient, successful manor.
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Final Board Design:
Schematic:

Figure 33: Digital Schematic
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Figure 34 Analog Schematic
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Layout:

Figure 35: Digital Board Design

Figure 36: Full Board Design
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PCB:

Figure 37: PCB Top

Figure 38: PCB Bottom

Figure 39: Partially Populated Test PCB
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Code:
Microcontroller:
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
"freertos/FreeRTOS.h"
"freertos/task.h"
"freertos/queue.h"
"driver/gpio.h"
"driver/adc.h"
"esp_system.h"
"esp_adc_cal.h"
"soc/uart_struct.h"
"esp_log.h"
"driver/uart.h"
"nvs_flash.h"

#define V_REF
1100
#define BUF_SIZE (1024)
#define EX_UART_NUM UART_NUM_0
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned
unsigned

long
long
long
char

voltage;
voltage1;
voltage2;
data[5];

int len = 8;
const int uart_num = UART_NUM_1;
void app_main(void){
#ifndef V_REF_TO_GPIO
//Initialize UART
uart_config_t uart_config = {
.baud_rate = 115200,
.data_bits = UART_DATA_8_BITS,
.parity = UART_PARITY_DISABLE,
.stop_bits = UART_STOP_BITS_1,
.flow_ctrl = UART_HW_FLOWCTRL_CTS_RTS,
.rx_flow_ctrl_thresh = 122,
};
uart_param_config(uart_num, &uart_config);
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uart_driver_install(uart_num, BUF_SIZE * 2, 0, 0, NULL, 0);
uart_set_pin(EX_UART_NUM, UART_PIN_NO_CHANGE, UART_PIN_NO_CHANGE,
UART_PIN_NO_CHANGE, UART_PIN_NO_CHANGE);
//Init ADC and Characteristics
//esp_adc_cal_characteristics_t characteristics;
adc1_config_width(ADC_WIDTH_12Bit);
adc1_config_channel_atten(ADC1_CHANNEL_5, ADC_ATTEN_0db);
adc1_config_channel_atten(ADC1_CHANNEL_6, ADC_ATTEN_0db);
adc1_config_channel_atten(ADC1_CHANNEL_7, ADC_ATTEN_0db);

while(1){
//gets the data from the three analog channels
voltage = adc1_get_raw(ADC1_CHANNEL_6);
voltage1 = adc1_get_raw(ADC1_CHANNEL_7);
voltage2 = adc1_get_raw(ADC1_CHANNEL_5);
//converts that data into a format that can be transmitted
over uart/USB
data[0] = voltage;
data[1] = voltage >> 8;
data[2] = voltage1;
data[3] = voltage1 >> 8;
data[4] = voltage2;
data[5] = voltage2 >> 8;
//prints all the data over the USB to be read by external
gui
printf("%02X%02X \n %02X%02X \n %02X%02X \n", data[1],
data[0], data[4], data[3], data[6], data[5]);
//delays output enough to control amount of data flowing
over the USB communication
vTaskDelay(pdMS_TO_TICKS(10));
}
#else
//Get v_ref
esp_err_t status;
status = adc2_vref_to_gpio(GPIO_NUM_25);
if (status == ESP_OK){
printf("v_ref routed to GPIO\n");
}else{
printf("failed to route v_ref\n");
}
fflush(stdout);
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#endif
}
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Graphical User Interface:
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Runtime.Serialization;
System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary;
System.Threading.Tasks;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.IO.Ports;
System.IO;
System.Threading;
System.Windows.Forms.DataVisualization.Charting;

namespace SP_GUI_real
{
public partial class Form1 : Form
{
private string dataFile = null;
private string testReportFolderPath = null;
folder path location for the test report folder
public String COMSel = null;
selected COM Port from drop down menu
private String ReadString = null;
private String ReadString1 = null;
private String ReadString2 = null;
private int ReadDec = 0;
private int ReadDec1 = 0;
private int ReadDec2 = 0;

//stores the

public Form1()
{
InitializeComponent();
}
private void Form1_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}
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//user

private static SerialPort mySerialPort = new SerialPort();
//Graphs and saves the data taken from the serial port
public async void GraphNSave()
{
//mySerialPort.ReadBufferSize = 255000;

dataFile = "Data.txt";
int j = 0;
//Sets number of time the graph will run. Picked
abitrarily, would be much higher if actually taking data,
//this was more for testing than anything anyway.
while (j < 10)
{
j++;
//Used this to run in seperate thread and avoid
locking up the GUI when plotting
this.Invoke((MethodInvoker)delegate
{
this.chart1.Series["Series1"].Points.Clear();
//clears all points off chart
this.chart1.Series["Series2"].Points.Clear();
this.chart1.Series["Series3"].Points.Clear();
});
//If the serial port is not already open, open it.
if (!mySerialPort.IsOpen)
{
InitCOMPort();
}
//Number of points plotted in each graph sweep.
Picked randomly. Primarily for testing.
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)
{
Thread.Sleep(1);
//delay
ReadString = mySerialPort.ReadLine();
//Reads one line of data from serial port for first channel
ReadString1 = mySerialPort.ReadLine();
//2nd channel
ReadString2 = mySerialPort.ReadLine();
//3rd channel
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//ReadHex[i] = Convert.ToInt32(ReadString, 16);,
//int ReadHex = Int32.Parse(ReadString,
System.Globalization.NumberStyles.HexNumber);
try
{
if (ReadString.Length < 10)
{
// Convert the number expressed in base16 to an integer.
ReadDec = int.Parse(ReadString,
System.Globalization.NumberStyles.HexNumber);
ReadDec1 = int.Parse(ReadString1,
System.Globalization.NumberStyles.HexNumber);
ReadDec2 = int.Parse(ReadString2,
System.Globalization.NumberStyles.HexNumber);
this.Invoke((MethodInvoker)delegate
{
this.chart1.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.Maximum = 100;

//

this.chart1.ChartAreas[0].AxisX.Minimum = 0;

//

this.chart1.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.Maximum = 5;

//

this.chart1.ChartAreas[0].AxisY.Minimum = 0;
lines set the X and Y axis limits

//These 4

this.chart1.Series["Series1"].Points.AddXY(i, ReadDec / 1000);
//Plots series one
this.chart1.Series["Series1"].ChartType = SeriesChartType.FastLine;
//Slects chart type
this.chart1.Series["Series1"].Color =
Color.Red;
//Chart color

this.chart1.Series["Series2"].Points.AddXY(i, ReadDec1 / 1000);
this.chart1.Series["Series2"].ChartType = SeriesChartType.FastLine;
this.chart1.Series["Series2"].Color =
Color.Blue;

this.chart1.Series["Series3"].Points.AddXY(i, ReadDec2 / 1000);
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this.chart1.Series["Series3"].ChartType = SeriesChartType.FastLine;
this.chart1.Series["Series3"].Color =
Color.Green;
this.chart1.Update();
});

if (testReportFolderPath != null)
{
//create test report folder at
current location unless we are already in that location
if
(!testReportFolderPath.Contains(dataFile))
{
//update folder path to contain
test report folder name
testReportFolderPath += @"\" +
dataFile;
//create test report folder
//System.IO.Directory.CreateDirectory(testReportFolderPath);
}
using (System.IO.StreamWriter file =
new
System.IO.StreamWriter(testReportFolderPath, true))
{
file.WriteLine(ReadDec);
file.Close();
}
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show("Error[E15]: Please
select data folder location.");
break;
}
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show("Error: Wait"); //On
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startup the uC spits out a lot stuff that isn't data and this errors
will throw if it trys to print that
break;
}
}
//if it cannot read the data then it decrements
the point count, essentially just staying on the point it is until it
can read data
catch {
i = i--;
}
}
//mySerialPort.DiscardInBuffer();
}
mySerialPort.Close(); //Closes serial port after done
receiving data
}

/// This function is made to initialize COM Port
communication
public void InitCOMPort()
{
// Create the serial port with ESP32 settings
mySerialPort.PortName = COMSel;
mySerialPort.BaudRate = 115200;
mySerialPort.StopBits = StopBits.One;
mySerialPort.Parity = Parity.None;
mySerialPort.DataBits = 8;
mySerialPort.Handshake = Handshake.None;
mySerialPort.ReadBufferSize = 2000000;
mySerialPort.ReadTimeout = 1000;
//set the read/write timeouts
mySerialPort.WriteTimeout = 50;
//attempt to open port
mySerialPort.Open();
}
/*
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public void Graph()

{
this.SuspendLayout();
display.DataSources.Clear();
display.SetDisplayRangeX(0, 400);
this.Text = "Normal Graph Autoscaled";
display.DataSources.Length = 5800;
display.PanelLayout =
PlotterGraphPaneEx.LayoutMode.NORMAL;
display.DataSources.AutoScaleY = true;
display.DataSources.SetDisplayRangeY(-300, 300);
display.DataSources.SetGridDistanceY(100);
display.DataSources.OnRenderYAxisLabel = RenderYLabel;
}*/

//button event handler for selecting test report folder
location
//stores path to folder location in global string for future
reference
private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
string folderName = null;
//create new file dialog object and initialize it
FolderBrowserDialog folderDialog = new
FolderBrowserDialog
{
Description = "Select Test Report Location",
RootFolder = Environment.SpecialFolder.Desktop
};
//make sure a project has been selected before continuing
/*if (deviceSelection == null)
{
System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show("Error[E03]:
Please select a project to test before continuing.");
return;
}
*/
folderName = "EKG Data";
//prompt user to select folder location
if (folderDialog.ShowDialog() == DialogResult.OK)
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{
//store test report folder path into a string
testReportFolderPath = folderDialog.SelectedPath;
//create test report folder at current location
unless we are already in that location
if (!testReportFolderPath.Contains(folderName))
{
//update folder path to contain test report
folder name
testReportFolderPath += @"\" + folderName;
//create test report folder
System.IO.Directory.CreateDirectory(testReportFolderPath);
}
//display the path in the report folder text box
textBox1.Text = testReportFolderPath;
//kick out once this is complete
return;
}
//if we made it here, reset test report folder path text
box
testReportFolderPath = null;
textBox1.Text = "Test Report Folder Location...";
}
//checks if a test report folder location has been selected.
//if it has return true, otherwise return false
private bool hasReportFolderBeenSelected()
{
if (testReportFolderPath != null)
{
return true;
}
else
{
//throw error message and return false
MessageBox.Show("Error[E15]: Please select test
report folder before continuing.");
return false;
}
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}
private void textBox1_TextChanged(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}
//This button is used to recieve avaible COM Ports and make
them selectable in a drop down menu
private void button2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
//comboBox1.SelectionStart
textBox2.Text = "Select COM Port:";
// Get a list of serial port names.
string[] prt = SerialPort.GetPortNames();
int indprt = prt.Length;
comboBox1.DataSource = prt;
if(indprt != 0)
{
//Get COM port from combo box
Object CS = comboBox1.SelectedItem;
COMSel = CS.ToString();
}
else
{
MessageBox.Show("Error: No COM Ports found.");
}

}
private void textBox2_TextChanged(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}
private void comboBox1_SelectedIndexChanged(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
}
private async void button3_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
await Task.Run(() => GraphNSave());
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}
private void chart1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
}
}
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